
     Pistol Range Safety brief 

 

Shooters-face the tower and stand by for your daily range safety brief. There will be no  
talking or messing with you gear while the safety brief is being read. 
 
1.Your four safety rules are: 

-Treat every weapon as if it was loaded. 
-Never point your weapon ant anything that you do not intend to shoot 
-Keep your finger straight and off the trigger until you ready to fire 
-Keep your weapon on safe until you intend to fire 

2.While on the pistol range, all commands will come from the tower. 
3.All weapons will be pointed downrange when loading, unloading, and dry firing. 
4.it is your responsibility of all shooters to give the command Cease fire if they see an 
unsafe condition. 
5.Shooters it is your responsibility to inspect your ammunition before you fire as well as 
keep your ammunition on you at all times on the range. 
6.If you need to make a head call you will leave your ammunition with range personnel. 
7.In the event of a stoppage, the shooter will perform the proper corrective action. If the 
corrective action fails, raise your non-firing hand and alert range personnel of the situation. 
8.A condition one pistol will not be passed to another shooter at any times, range 
personnel may take a pistol in order to clear a malfunction or a stoppage. Range personnel 
may also take a pistol if you are performing unsafe actions while on the pistol range. 
9.If the shooter hears an audible pop or a reduced recoil from the weapon the shooter will 
stop firing, raise their non-firing hand, and notify their coach immediately. 
10.All personnel will have eye and ear protection on at all times while firing is in progress . 
11.No one is allowed forward of the firing line while firing is in progress. 
12.There is no bending down on the firing line unless told to do so by the tower. 
13.Pistol will remain condition 4 at all times except after receiving the command from the 
tower to load. 
14.No one will leave the range until they have a condition 4 weapon, holstered, and have 
been checked by range personnel. 
15.At no time will a shooter leave the range without permission from range personnel. 
16.Before using the dry fire range all shooter will ensure they have a condition 4 weapon 
and empty magazines. 
17. Shooters you are responsibility to follow all safety procedures. Violation of these 
procedures will results in immediate removal from the pistol range. On all matters and 
questions pertaining to the range, the range safety officer has the final say. 
Today your range safety officer is                                      . 


